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John Betjeman (28 August 1906 – 19 May 1984)
Sir John Betjeman, CBE was an English poet, writer and broadcaster who
described himself in Who's Who as a "poet and hack".
He was a founding member of the Victorian Society and a passionate
defender of Victorian architecture. Starting his career as a journalist, he
ended it as one of the most popular British Poets Laureate to date and a
much-loved figure on British television.
Life
Early life and education
Betjeman was born "John Betjemann"; this was changed to the less German
"Betjeman" during the First World War. He grew up at Parliament Hill
Mansions in the Lissenden Gardens private estate in Highgate in North
London.
His parents Mabel (née Dawson) and Ernest Betjemann had a family firm
which manufactured the kind of ornamental household furniture and gadgets
distinctive to Victorians. His father's forebears had come from the
Netherlands,] more than a century earlier, setting up their home and
business in Islington, London. Betjeman was baptised at St. Anne's Church
Highgate Rise, a 19th Century church situated just at the foot of Highgate
West Hill.
In 1909, the Betjemanns left the Parliament Hill Mansions, moving half a
mile north to more opulent Highgate. From West Hill they lived in the
reflected glory of the Burdett-Coutts estate:
"Here from my eyrie, as the sun went down,
I heard the old North London puff and shunt,
Glad that I did not live in Gospel Oak."
Betjeman's early schooling was at the local Byron House and Highgate
School, where he was taught by the poet <a
href="http://www.poemhunter.com/thomas-stearns-eliot/">T. S. Eliot</a>.
After this, he boarded at the Dragon School preparatory school in North
Oxford and Marlborough College, a public school in Wiltshire. In his
penultimate year, he joined the secret 'Society of Amici' in which he was a
contemporary of both Louis MacNeice and Graham Shepard. While at school,
his exposure to the works of Arthur Machen won him over to High Church
Anglicanism, a conversion of importance to his later writing and conception
of the arts.
Magdalen College, Oxford
Betjeman entered the University of Oxford with considerable difficulty,
having failed the mathematics portion of the university's matriculation exam,
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Responsions. He was, however, admitted as a commoner (i.e., a
non-scholarship student) at Magdalen College and entered the newly created
School of English Language and Literature. At Oxford, Betjeman made little
use of the academic opportunities. His tutor, a young <a
href="http://www.poemhunter.com/clive-staples-c-s-lewis/">C. S.
Lewis</a>, regarded him as an "idle prig" and Betjeman in turn considered
Lewis unfriendly, demanding, and uninspired as a teacher. Betjeman
particularly disliked the coursework's emphasis on linguistics, and dedicated
most of his time to cultivating his social life, his interest in English
ecclesiastical architecture, and to private literary pursuits. During his time at
Oxford he was a friend of Maurice Bowra, Dean of Wadham. He had a poem
published in Isis, the university magazine and was editor of the Cherwell
student newspaper during 1927. His first book of poems was privately
printed with the help of fellow-student Edward James. He famously brought
his teddy bear Archibald Ormsby-Gore up to Magdalen with him, the memory
of which later inspired his Oxford contemporary Evelyn Waugh to include
Sebastian Flyte's teddy Aloysius in Brideshead Revisited. Much of this period
of his life is recorded in his blank verse autobiography, Summoned by Bells
published in 1960 and made into a television film in 1976.
It is a common misapprehension, cultivated by Betjeman himself, that he did
not complete his degree because he failed to pass the compulsory holy
scripture examination, known as Divinity, or, colloquially, as "Divvers". In
Hilary Term 1928, Betjeman failed Divinity for the second time. He had to
leave the university (rustication) for the Trinity Term to prepare for a retake
of the exam; he was then allowed to return in October. Betjeman then wrote
to the Secretary of the Tutorial Board at Magdalen, G. C. Lee, asking to be
entered for the Pass School, a set of examinations taken on rare occasions
by undergraduates who are deemed unlikely to achieve an honours degree.
In his verse autobiography, Summoned by Bells, Betjeman claims that his
tutor, C. S. Lewis, said "You'd have only got a third". However, Lewis had
informed the tutorial board that he thought Betjeman would not achieve an
honours degree of any class.
Permission to sit the Pass School was granted. Betjeman famously decided to
offer a paper in Welsh. Osbert Lancaster tells the story that a tutor came by
train twice a week (first class) from Aberystwyth to teach Betjeman.
However, Jesus College had a number of Welsh tutors who more probably
would have taught him. Betjeman finally had to leave at the end of the
Michaelmas Term, 1928. Betjeman did pass his Divinity examination on his
third try but was 'sent down' after failing the Pass School. He had achieved a
satisfactory result in only one of the three required papers (on Shakespeare
and other English authors). Betjeman's academic failure at Oxford rankled
him for the rest of his life and he was never reconciled with C.S. Lewis,
towards whom he nursed a bitter detestation. This situation was perhaps
complicated by his enduring love of Oxford, from which he accepted an
honorary doctorate of letters in 1974.
After university
Betjeman left Oxford without a degree but he had made the acquaintance of
people who would influence his work, including <a
href="http://www.poemhunter.com/louis-macneice/">Louis MacNeice</a>
and <a href="http://www.poemhunter.com/wystan-hugh-auden/">W. H.
Auden</a>. After university, Betjeman worked briefly as a private secretary,
school teacher and film critic for the Evening Standard. He was employed by
the Architectural Review between 1930 and 1935, as a full time assistant
editor, following their publishing of some of his freelance work. Mowl (2000)
says, "His years at the Architectural Review were to be his true university".
At this time, while his prose style matured, he joined the MARS Group, an
organisation of young modernist architects and architectural critics in Britain.
On 29 July 1933 Betjeman married the Hon. Penelope Chetwode, the
daughter of Field Marshal Lord Chetwode. The couple lived in Berkshire and
had a son, Paul, in 1937. Their daughter, Candida Lycett Green was born in
1942.
The Shell Guides, were developed by Betjeman and Jack Beddington, a friend
who was publicity manager with Shell-Mex Ltd. The series aimed to guide
Britain's growing number of motorists around the counties of Britain and
their historical sites. They were published by the Architectural Press and
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financed by Shell. By the start of World War II 13 had been published, of
which Cornwall (1934) and Devon (1936) had been written by Betjeman. A
third, Shropshire, was written with and designed by his good friend John
Piper in 1951.
In 1939, Betjeman was rejected for active service in World War II but found
war work with the films division of the Ministry of Information. In 1941 he
became British press attaché in Dublin, Ireland, then a neutral country,
working with Sir John Maffey. He may have been involved with the gathering
of intelligence. He is reported to have been selected for assassination by the
IRA. The order was rescinded after a meeting with an unnamed Old I.R.A.
man who was impressed by his works. Betjeman wrote a number of poems
based on his experiences in "Emergency" World War II Ireland including "The
Irish Unionist's Farewell to Greta Hellstrom in 1922" (actually written during
the war) which contained the refrain "Dungarvan in the rain". " Greta", the
object of his affections, has remained a mystery until recently revealed to
have been a member of a well known West Waterford Ascendancy family. His
official brief included establishing friendly contacts with leading figures in the
Dublin literary scene: he befriended Patrick Kavanagh, then at the very start
of his career . Kavanagh celebrated the birth of Betjeman's daughter with a
poem " Candida"; another well known poem contains the line Let John
Betjeman call for me in a car.
After the Second World War
John's wife, Penelope Betjeman became a Roman Catholic in 1948. The
couple drifted apart and in 1951 he met Lady Elizabeth Cavendish, with
whom he developed an immediate and lifelong friendship.
By 1948 Betjeman had published more than a dozen books. Five of these
were verse collections, including one in the USA. Sales of his Collected
Poems in 1958 reached 100,000. The popularity of the book prompted Ken
Russell to make a film about him, John Betjeman: A Poet in London (1959).
Filmed in 35mm and running 11 minutes and 35 seconds, it was first shown
in England on BBC's Monitor programme. He continued writing guidebooks
and works on architecture during the 1960s and 1970s and started
broadcasting. He was also a founder member of The Victorian Society
(1958). Betjeman was also closely associated with the culture and spirit of
Metro-land, as outer reaches of the Metropolitan Railway were known before
the war. In 1973 he made a widely acclaimed television documentary for the
BBC called Metro-land, directed by Edward Mirzoeff. On the centenary of
Betjeman's birth in 2006, his daughter led two celebratory railway trips: one
from London to Bristol, the other, through Metro-land, to Quainton Road. In
1975, he proposed that the Fine Rooms of Somerset House should house the
Turner Bequest, so helping to scupper the plan of the Minister for the Arts for
a Theatre Museum to be housed there.
Betjeman was fond of the ghost stories of M.R. James and supplied an
introduction to Peter Haining's book M.R. James – Book of the Supernatural.
He was susceptible to the supernatural. Diana Mitford tells the story of
Betjeman staying at her country home, Biddesden House, in the 1920s. She
says, "he had a terrifying dream, that he was handed a card with wide black
edges, and on it his name was engraved, and a date. He knew this was the
date of his death".
For the last decade of his life Betjeman suffered increasingly from
Parkinson's Disease. He died at his home in Trebetherick, Cornwall on 19
May 1984, aged 77 and is buried half a mile away in the churchyard at St
Enodoc's Church.
Poetry
Betjeman's poems are often humorous and in broadcasting he exploited his
bumbling and fogeyish image. His wryly comic verse is accessible and has
attracted a great following for its satirical and observant grace. Auden said in
his introduction to Slick But Not Streamlined, "so at home with the provincial
gaslit towns, the seaside lodgings, the bicycle, the harmonium." His poetry is
similarly redolent of time and place, continually seeking out intimations of
the eternal in the manifestly ordinary. There are constant evocations of the
physical chaff and clutter that accumulates in everyday life, the miscellanea
of an England now gone but not beyond the reach of living memory. He talks
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of Ovaltine and the Sturmey-Archer bicycle gear. "Oh! Fuller's angel cake,
Robertson's marmalade," he writes, "Liberty lampshades, come shine on us
all." In a 1962 radio interview he told teenage questioners that he could not
write about 'abstract things', preferring places, and faces. Philip Larkin wrote
of his work, "how much more interesting & worth writing about Betjeman's
subjects are than most other modern poets, I mean, whether so-and-so
achieves some metaphysical inner unity is not really so interesting to us as
the overbuilding of rural Middlesex".
Betjeman was a practising Anglican and his religious beliefs come through in
some of his poems. He combined piety with a nagging uncertainty about the
truth of Christianity. Unlike Thomas Hardy, who disbelieved in the truth of
the Christmas story, while hoping it might be so, Betjeman affirms his belief
even while fearing it might be false. In the poem "Christmas", one of his
most openly religious pieces, the last three stanzas that proclaim the wonder
of Christ's birth do so in the form of a question "And is it true...?" His views
on Christianity were expressed in his poem "The Conversion of St. Paul", a
response to a radio broadcast by humanist Margaret Knight:
But most of us turn slow to see
The figure hanging on a tree
And stumble on and blindly grope
Upheld by intermittent hope,
God grant before we die we all
May see the light as did St. Paul.
Betjeman became Poet Laureate in 1972, the first Knight Bachelor ever to be
appointed (the only other, Sir William Davenant, had been knighted after his
appointment). This role, combined with his popularity as a television
performer, ensured that his poetry eventually reached an audience enormous
by the standards of the time. Similarly to Tennyson, he appealed to a wide
public and managed to voice the thoughts and aspirations of many ordinary
people while retaining the respect of many of his fellow poets. This is partly
because of the apparently simple traditional metrical structures and rhymes
he uses. In the early 1970s, he began a recording career of four albums on
Charisma Records which included "Banana Blush" (1973) and "Late Flowering
Love" (1974), where his poetry reading is set to music with overdubbing by
leading musicians of the time.
Betjeman and architecture
Betjeman had a fondness for Victorian architecture and was a founding
member of Victorian Society. He wrote London's Historic Railway Stations in
1972, defending the beauty of the twelve of London's railway stations. He led
the campaign to save Holy Trinity, Sloane Street in London when it was
threatened with demolition in the early 1970s. He fought a spirited but
ultimately unsuccessful campaign to save the Propylaeum, known commonly
as the Euston Arch, London. He is considered instrumental in helping to save
the famous façade of St Pancras railway station, London and was
commemorated when it re-opened as an international and domestic terminus
in November 2007. He called the plan to demolish St Pancras a "criminal
folly". About the station itself he wrote, "What [the Londoner] sees in his
mind's eye is that cluster of towers and pinnacles seen from Pentonville Hill
and outlined against a foggy sunset, and the great arc of Barlow's train shed
gaping to devour incoming engines, and the sudden burst of exuberant
Gothic of the hotel seen from gloomy Judd Street." On the re-opening St
Pancras in 2007, a statue of Betjeman by Martin Jennings was erected in the
station at platform level.
Betjeman responded to architecture as the visible manifestation of society's
spiritual life as well as its political and economic structure. He attacked
speculators and bureaucrats for what he saw as their rapacity and lack of
imagination. In the preface of his collection of architectural essays, First and
Last Loves says: "We accept the collapse of the fabrics of our old churches,
the thieving of lead and objects from them, the commandeering and
butchery of our scenery by the services, the despoiling of landscaped parks
and the abandonment to a fate worse than the workhouse of our country
houses, because we are convinced we must save money." In a BBC film
made in 1968 but not broadcast at that time, Betjeman described the sound
of Leeds to be of "Victorian buildings crashing to the ground". He went on to
lambaste John Poulson's building, British Railways House (now City House)
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saying how it blocked all the light out to City Square and was only a
testament to money with no architectural merit. He also praised the
architecture of Leeds Town Hall. In 1969 Betjeman contributed the foreword
to Derek Linstrum's Historic Architecture of Leeds.
Legacy
A memorial window, designed by John Piper, is set in All Saints' Church,
Farnborough, Berkshire, where Betjeman lived in the adjoining Rectory.
The Betjeman Millennium Park at Wantage in Oxfordshire (formerly in
Berkshire), was where he lived from 1951 to 1972 and where he set his
book, Archie and the Strict Baptists
The John Betjeman Young People's Poetry Competition was inaugurated in
2006 to celebrate Betjeman's centenary. The competition is open to 11–14
year olds living anywhere in the British Isles and the Republic of Ireland. The
spirit behind the competition is to encourage young people to understand
and appreciate the importance of place.
One of the two engines used on the pier railway at Southend-on-Sea is
named Sir John Betjeman (the other being Sir William Heygate).
In 2003, to mark their Centenary, the residents of Lissenden Gardens in
London put up a plaque to mark Betjeman's birth place.
The statue of John Betjeman at St Pancras station by sculptor Martin
Jennings was unveiled in 2007.
Honours
1960
1960
1968
1969
1972
1973

Queen's Medal for Poetry
CBE (Commander of the Order of the British Empire)
Companion of Literature, the Royal Society of Literature
Knight Bachelor
Poet Laureate
Honorary Member, the American Academy of Arts and Letters.
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Gardner).
Betjeman, John (2007). Tennis Whites and Teacakes: An Anthology of
Betjeman's prose and verse. Edited and introduced by Stephen Games.
London: John Murray.
Prose
Betjeman, John (1933). Ghastly good taste, or the depressing story of the
rise and fall of British architecture. London: Chapman & Hall.
Betjeman, John (1934). Cornwall Illustrated, in a Series of Views. London:
Architectural Press. (A Shell Guide).
Betjeman, John (1936). Devon - Compiled with many illustrations.. London:
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Betjeman, John; Piper, John (1951). Shropshire - with maps and
illustrations. London: Faber & Faber. (Shell Guide).
Betjeman, John (1952). First and Last Loves, essays on towns and
architecture. London: John Murray.
Betjeman, John (1953); et al. Gala day London, photographs by Izis
Bidermanas. Harvill Press.
Betjeman, John (1956). The English Town in the Last Hundred Years, The
Rede Lecture. Cambridge: CUP.
Betjeman, John (1958). Collins Guide to English Parish Churches, including
the Isle of Man. London: Collins. (adapted ed. in 1968)
Betjeman, John (1960). First and Last Loves. London: Arrow Books. (With
drawings by John Piper).
Betjeman, John (ca 1962). Clifton College buildings. Bristol. (Reprinted from
Centenary essays on Clifton College).
Betjeman, John (1964). Cornwall, A Shell Guide . Faber and Faber. (A Shell
Guide).
Betjeman, John; Clarke, Basil (1964). English Churches. London: Vista
Books.
Betjeman, John (1965). The City of London Churches. London: Pitkin
Pictorials. (One of Pitkin Pride of Britain series).
Betjeman, John (1968). Collins pocket guide to English parish churches. 2
vols. London: Collins.
Betjeman, John (1969). Victorian and Edwardian London from old
photographs. London: Batsford.
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Betjeman, John (1972). A pictorial history of English architecture. London:
John Murray.
Betjeman, John (1972). London's historic railway stations. London: John
Murray. (Photographs by John Gay).
Betjeman, John; Gray, J S (1972). Victorian and Edwardian Brighton from old
photographs. London: Batsford.
Betjeman, John (1974). A plea for Holy Trinity Church, Sloane Street.
London: Church Literature Association. (With four drawings by Gavin Stamp).
Betjeman, John; Rowse, A L (1974). Victorian and Edwardian Cornwall from
old photographs. London: Batsford. (Introduction and commentaries by
Rowse; ten extracts from Betjeman)
Betjeman, John (1977). Archie and the Strict Baptists. London: John Murray.
(Children's stories: illustrated by Phillida Gili).
Betjeman, John (1977). Metro-land. London: Warren Editions. (Limited
edition: with lithographs by Glynn Boyd Harte).
Betjeman, John (1984). Betjeman's Cornwall. London: John Murray. ISBN
0-7195-4106-9*
Betjeman, John (2006). Trains and Buttered Toast: Betjeman's best BBC
radio talks. Edited and introduced by Stephen Games. London: John Murray.
Betjeman, John (2007). Tennis Whites and Teacakes: An Anthology of
Betjeman's prose, verse and occasional writing. Edited and introduced by
Stephen Games. London: John Murray.
Betjeman, John (2007). Sweet Songs of Zion: Betjeman's radio programmes
about English hymn-writing. Edited and introduced by Stephen Games.
London: Hodder & Stoughton.
Betjeman, John (2009). Betjeman's England: Betjeman's best topographical
television programmes. Edited and introduced by Stephen Games. London:
John Murray.
[edit]Radio/prose
Betjeman, John (2006). Trains and Buttered Toast: Selected BBC Radio
Talks, 1932-55. London: John Murray. (Edited and introduced by Stephen
Games.)
Betjeman, John (2007). Sweet Songs of Zion. London: Hodder & Stoughton.
(Edited and introduced by Stephen Games.)
[edit]Sound recordings and television programmes
Betjeman, John and Parker, Jim. Banana Blush, Varsity Rag, Betjeman's
Britain, Late Flowering Love: John Betjeman reads his poems with musical
accompaniment provided by Jim Parker (composer) (four LP records)[1]
His television programmes included:
John Betjeman In The West Country, made for the defunct ITV company
TWW in 1962. This series was long thought lost, but was rediscovered in the
1990s and shown on Channel 4 under the titles The Lost Betjemans and
Betjeman Revisited
John Betjeman Goes By Train, a co-production between BBC East Anglia and
British Transport Films, made in 1962
One Man's County, BBC programme from 1964, about Cornwall
Something About Diss, made for BBC East Anglia in 1964
Pity About the Abbey, co-authored drama, BBC 1965
A Poet Goes North, made for BBC North in 1968
Three episodes in the Bird's Eye View series, An Englishman's Home, Beside
The Seaside and A Land for all Seasons, made for the BBC between 1969-71
Betjeman In Australia, a co-production between the BBC and the Australian
Broadcasting Commission, made in 1971
Thank God It's Sunday, made for the BBC in 1972
Metro-land, a poetic and humorous journey on the Metropolitan Line from
Baker Street to rural Buckinghamshire, made for the BBC in 1973
A Passion For Churches, made for the BBC in 1974
Summoned By Bells, a television version of his verse autobiography, made
for the BBC in 1976
Vicar Of This Parish, a documentary about Francis Kilvert and his love of
Herefordshire and the Welsh Marches, made for the BBC in 1976
Queen's Realm, a compilation programme made for the Silver Jubilee in
1977, most of it compiled from 1968/69 Bird's Eye View footage
Time With Betjeman, his final and retrospective series (1983), which
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included extracts from much of his television work, conversations with his
producer Jonathan Stedall and many friends and colleagues, and included a
memorable final interview filmed outside his home in Cornwall
Betjeman and Me, series aired by BBC Two in August 2006, a retrospective
of Betjeman's life, loves and poetry. The series comprised three authored
documentaries: TV chef Rick Stein on Betjeman's connections to Cornwall,
architectural historian, conservationist and broadcaster Dan Cruickshank on
Betjeman's role as a supporter of architectural heritage, and actor Griff Rhys
Jones on Betjeman's poetry considered from a literary perspective.
A fuller listing of Betjeman's television programmes can be found in:
John Betjeman: A Bibliography, by William S. Peterson. Oxford: The Soho
Bibliographies, 2006
Scripts of 60 of Betjeman's television programmes can be found in:
Betjeman's England, edited by Stephen Games. London: John Murray, 2009
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A Bay In Anglesey
The sleepy sound of a tea-time tide
Slaps at the rocks the sun has dried,
Too lazy, almost, to sink and lift
Round low peninsulas pink with thrift.
The water, enlarging shells and sand,
Grows greener emerald out from land
And brown over shadowy shelves below
The waving forests of seaweed show.
Here at my feet in the short cliff grass
Are shells, dried bladderwrack, broken glass,
Pale blue squills and yellow rock roses.
The next low ridge that we climb discloses
One more field for the sheep to graze
While, scarcely seen on this hottest of days,
Far to the eastward, over there,
Snowdon rises in pearl-grey air.
Multiple lark-song, whispering bents,
The thymy, turfy and salty scents
And filling in, brimming in, sparkling and free
The sweet susurration of incoming sea.
John Betjeman
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A Mind's Journey to Diss
Dear Mary,
Yes, it will be bliss
To go with you by train to Diss,
Your walking shoes upon your feet;
We'll meet, my sweet, at Liverpool Street.
That levellers we may be reckoned
Perhaps we'd better travel second;
Or, lest reporters on us burst,
Perhaps we'd better travel first.
Above the chimney-pots we'll go
Through Stepney, Stratford-atte-Bow
And out to where the Essex marsh
Is filled with houses new and harsh
Till, Witham pass'd, the landscape yields
On left and right to widening fields,
Flint church-towers sparkling in the light,
Black beams and weather-boarding white,
Cricket-bat willows silvery green
And elmy hills with brooks between,
Maltings and saltings, stack and quay
And, somewhere near, the grey North Sea;
Then further gentle undulations
With lonelier and less frequent stations,
Till in the dimmest place of all
The train slows down into a crawl
And stops in silence.....Where is this?
Dear Mary Wilson, this is Diss.
John Betjeman
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A Shropshire Lad
The gas was on in the Institute,
The flare was up in the gym,
A man was running a mineral line,
A lass was singing a hymn,
When Captain Webb the Dawley man,
Captain Webb from Dawley,
Came swimming along the old canal
That carried the bricks to Lawley.
Swimming along Swimming along Swimming along from Severn,
And paying a call at Dawley Bank while swimming along to Heaven.
The sun shone low on the railway line
And over the bricks and stacks
And in at the upstairs windows
Of the Dawley houses' backs
When we saw the ghost of Captain Webb,
Webb in a water sheeting,
Come dripping along in a bathing dress
To the Saturday evening meeting.
Dripping along Dripping along To the Congregational Hall;
Dripping and still he rose over the sill and faded away in a wall.
There wasn't a man in Oakengates
That hadn't got hold of the tale,
And over the valley in Ironbridge,
And round by Coalbrookdale,
How Captain Webb the Dawley man,
Captain Webb from Dawley,
Rose rigid and dead from the old canal
That carries the bricks to Lawley.
Rigid and dead Rigid and dead To the Saturday congregation,
Paying a call at Dawley Bank on the way to his destination.
John Betjeman
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A Subaltern's Love Song
Miss J.Hunter Dunn, Miss J.Hunter Dunn,
Furnish'd and burnish'd by Aldershot sun,
What strenuous singles we played after tea,
We in the tournament - you against me!
Love-thirty, love-forty, oh! weakness of joy,
The speed of a swallow, the grace of a boy,
With carefullest carelessness, gaily you won,
I am weak from your loveliness, Joan Hunter Dunn
Miss Joan Hunter Dunn, Miss Joan Hunter Dunn,
How mad I am, sad I am, glad that you won,
The warm-handled racket is back in its press,
But my shock-headed victor, she loves me no less.
Her father's euonymus shines as we walk,
And swing past the summer-house, buried in talk,
And cool the verandah that welcomes us in
To the six-o'clock news and a lime-juice and gin.
The scent of the conifers, sound of the bath,
The view from my bedroom of moss-dappled path,
As I struggle with double-end evening tie,
For we dance at the Golf Club, my victor and I.
On the floor of her bedroom lie blazer and shorts,
And the cream-coloured walls are be-trophied with sports,
And westering, questioning settles the sun,
On your low-leaded window, Miss Joan Hunter Dunn.
The Hillman is waiting, the light's in the hall,
The pictures of Egypt are bright on the wall,
My sweet, I am standing beside the oak stair
And there on the landing's the light on your hair.
By roads 'not adopted', by woodlanded ways,
She drove to the club in the late summer haze,
Into nine-o'clock Camberley, heavy with bells
And mushroomy, pine-woody, evergreen smells.
Miss Joan Hunter Dunn, Miss Joan Hunter Dunn,
I can hear from the car park the dance has begun,
Oh! Surry twilight! importunate band!
Oh! strongly adorable tennis-girl's hand!
Around us are Rovers and Austins afar,
Above us the intimate roof of the car,
And here on my right is the girl of my choice,
With the tilt of her nose and the chime of her voice.
And the scent of her wrap, and the words never said,
And the ominous, ominous dancing ahead.
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We sat in the car park till twenty to one
And now I'm engaged to Miss Joan Hunter Dunn.
John Betjeman
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An Edwardian Sunday, Broomhill, Sheffield
High dormers are rising
So sharp and surprising,
And ponticum edges
The driveways of gravel;
Stone houses from ledges
Look down on ravines.
The vision can travel
From gable to gable,
Italianate mansion
And turretted stable,
A sylvan expansion
So varied and jolly
Where laurel and holly
Commingle their greens.
Serene on a Sunday
The sun glitters hotly
O'er mills that on Monday
With engines will hum.
By tramway excursion
To Dore and to Totley
In search of diversion
The millworkers come;
But in our arboreta
The sounds are discreeter
Of shoes upon stone The worshippers wending
To welcoming chapel,
Companioned or lone;
And over a pew there
See loveliness lean,
As Eve shows her apple
Through rich bombazine;
What love is born new there
In blushing eighteen!
Your prospects will please her,
The iron-king's daughter,
Up here on Broomhill;
Strange Hallamshire, County
Of dearth and of bounty,
Of brown tumbling water
And furnace and mill.
Your own Ebenezer
Looks down from his height
On back street and alley
And chemical valley
Laid out in the light;
On ugly and pretty
Where industry thrives
In this hill-shadowed city
Of razors and knives.
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John Betjeman
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Back From Australia
Cocooned in Time, at this inhuman height,
The packaged food tastes neutrally of clay,
We never seem to catch the running day
But travel on in everlasting night
With all the chic accoutrements of flight:
Lotions and essences in neat array
And yet another plastic cup and tray.
'Thank you so much. Oh no, I'm quite all right'.
At home in Cornwall hurrying autumn skies
Leave Bray Hill barren, Stepper jutting bare,
And hold the moon above the sea-wet sand.
The very last of late September dies
In frosty silence and the hills declare
How vast the sky is, looked at from the land.
John Betjeman
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Business Girls
From the geyser ventilators
Autumn winds are blowing down
On a thousand business women
Having baths in Camden Town
Waste pipes chuckle into runnels,
Steam's escaping here and there,
Morning trains through Camden cutting
Shake the Crescent and the Square.
Early nip of changeful autumn,
Dahlias glimpsed through garden doors,
At the back precarious bathrooms
Jutting out from upper floors;
And behind their frail partitions
Business women lie and soak,
Seeing through the draughty skylight
Flying clouds and railway smoke.
Rest you there, poor unbelov'd ones,
Lap your loneliness in heat.
All too soon the tiny breakfast,
Trolley-bus and windy street!
John Betjeman
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Christmas
The bells of waiting Advent ring,
The Tortoise stove is lit again
And lamp-oil light across the night
Has caught the streaks of winter rain
In many a stained-glass window sheen
From Crimson Lake to Hookers Green.
The holly in the windy hedge
And round the Manor House the yew
Will soon be stripped to deck the ledge,
The altar, font and arch and pew,
So that the villagers can say
'The church looks nice' on Christmas Day.
Provincial Public Houses blaze,
Corporation tramcars clang,
On lighted tenements I gaze,
Where paper decorations hang,
And bunting in the red Town Hall
Says 'Merry Christmas to you all'.
And London shops on Christmas Eve
Are strung with silver bells and flowers
As hurrying clerks the City leave
To pigeon-haunted classic towers,
And marbled clouds go scudding by
The many-steepled London sky.
And girls in slacks remember Dad,
And oafish louts remember Mum,
And sleepless children's hearts are glad.
And Christmas-morning bells say 'Come!'
Even to shining ones who dwell
Safe in the Dorchester Hotel.
And is it true,
This most tremendous tale of all,
Seen in a stained-glass window's hue,
A Baby in an ox's stall ?
The Maker of the stars and sea
Become a Child on earth for me ?
And is it true ? For if it is,
No loving fingers tying strings
Around those tissued fripperies,
The sweet and silly Christmas things,
Bath salts and inexpensive scent
And hideous tie so kindly meant,
No love that in a family dwells,
No carolling in frosty air,
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Nor all the steeple-shaking bells
Can with this single Truth compare That God was man in Palestine
And lives today in Bread and Wine.
John Betjeman
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Cornish Cliffs
Those moments, tasted once and never done,
Of long surf breaking in the mid-day sun.
A far-off blow-hole booming like a gunThe seagulls plane and circle out of sight
Below this thirsty, thrift-encrusted height,
The veined sea-campion buds burst into white
And gorse turns tawny orange, seen beside
Pale drifts of primroses cascading wide
To where the slate falls sheer into the tide.
More than in gardened Surrey, nature spills
A wealth of heather, kidney-vetch and squills
Over these long-defended Cornish hills.
A gun-emplacement of the latest war
Looks older than the hill fort built before
Saxon or Norman headed for the shore.
And in the shadowless, unclouded glare
Deep blue above us fades to whiteness where
A misty sea-line meets the wash of air.
Nut-smell of gorse and honey-smell of ling
Waft out to sea the freshness of the spring
On sunny shallows, green and whispering.
The wideness which the lark-song gives the sky
Shrinks at the clang of sea-birds sailing by
Whose notes are tuned to days when seas are high.
From today's calm, the lane's enclosing green
Leads inland to a usual Cornish sceneSlate cottages with sycamore between,
Small fields and tellymasts and wires and poles
With, as the everlasting ocean rolls,
Two chapels built for half a hundred souls.
John Betjeman
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Dawlish
Bird-watching colonels on the old sea wall,
Down here at Dawlish where the slow trains crawl:
Low tide lifting, on a shingle shore,
Long-sunk islands from the sea once more:
Red cliffs rising where the wet sands run,
Gulls reflecting in the sharp spring sun;
Pink-washed plaster by a sheltered patch,
Ilex shadows upon velvet thatch:
What interiors those names suggest!
Queen of lodgings in the warm south-west….
John Betjeman
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Death In Leamington
She died in the upstairs bedroom
By the light of the ev'ning star
That shone through the plate glass window
From over Leamington Spa
Beside her the lonely crochet
Lay patiently and unstirred,
But the fingers that would have work'd it
Were dead as the spoken word.
And Nurse came in with the tea-things
Breast high 'mid the stands and chairsBut Nurse was alone with her own little soul,
And the things were alone with theirs.
She
She
She
She

bolted the big round window,
let the blinds unroll,
set a match to the mantle,
covered the fire with coal.

And 'Tea!' she said in a tiny voice
'Wake up! It's nearly five'
Oh! Chintzy, chintzy cheeriness,
Half dead and half alive.
Do you know that the stucco is peeling?
Do you know that the heart will stop?
From those yellow Italianate arches
Do you hear the plaster drop?
Nurse looked at the silent bedstead,
At the gray, decaying face,
As the calm of a Leamington ev'ning
Drifted into the place.
She moved the table of bottles
Away from the bed to the wall;
And tiptoeing gently over the stairs
Turned down the gas in the hall.
John Betjeman
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Devonshire Street W.1
The heavy mahogany door with its wrought-iron screen
Shuts. And the sound is rich, sympathetic, discreet.
The sun still shines on this eighteenth-century scene
With Edwardian faience adornment — Devonshire Street.
No hope. And the X-ray photographs under his arm
Confirm the message. His wife stands timidly by.
The opposite brick-built house looks lofty and calm
Its chimneys steady against the mackerel sky.
No hope. And the iron knob of this palisade
So cold to the touch, is luckier now than he
'Oh merciless, hurrying Londoners! Why was I made
For the long and painful deathbed coming to me?'
She puts her fingers in his, as, loving and silly
At long-past Kensington dances she used to do
'It's cheaper to take the tube to Piccadilly
And then we can catch a nineteen or twenty-two'.
John Betjeman
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Diary Of A Church Mouse
Here among long-discarded cassocks,
Damp stools, and half-split open hassocks,
Here where the vicar never looks
I nibble through old service books.
Lean and alone I spend my days
Behind this Church of England baize.
I share my dark forgotten room
With two oil-lamps and half a broom.
The cleaner never bothers me,
So here I eat my frugal tea.
My bread is sawdust mixed with straw;
My jam is polish for the floor.
Christmas and Easter may be feasts
For congregations and for priests,
And so may Whitsun. All the same,
They do not fill my meagre frame.
For me the only feast at all
Is Autumn's Harvest Festival,
When I can satisfy my want
With ears of corn around the font.
I climb the eagle's brazen head
To burrow through a loaf of bread.
I scramble up the pulpit stair
And gnaw the marrows hanging there.
It is enjoyable to taste
These items ere they go to waste,
But how annoying when one finds
That other mice with pagan minds
Come into church my food to share
Who have no proper business there.
Two field mice who have no desire
To be baptized, invade the choir.
A large and most unfriendly rat
Comes in to see what we are at.
He says he thinks there is no God
And yet he comes… it's rather odd.
This year he stole a sheaf of wheat
(It screened our special preacher's seat),
And prosperous mice from fields away
Come in to hear our organ play,
And under cover of its notes
Ate through the altar's sheaf of oats.
A Low Church mouse, who thinks that I
Am too papistical, and High,
Yet somehow doesn't think it wrong
To munch through Harvest Evensong,
While I, who starve the whole year through,
Must share my food with rodents who
Except at this time of the year
Not once inside the church appear.
Within the human world I know
Such goings-on could not be so,
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For human beings only do
What their religion tells them to.
They read the Bible every day
And always, night and morning, pray,
And just like me, the good church mouse,
Worship each week in God's own house,
But all the same it's strange to me
How very full the church can be
With people I don't see at all
Except at Harvest Festival.
John Betjeman
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Dilton Marsh Halt
Was it worth keeping the Halt open,
We thought as we looked at the sky
Red through the spread of the cedar-tree,
With the evening train gone by?
Yes, we said, for in summer the anglers use it,
Two and sometimes three
Will bring their catches of rods and poles and perches
To Westbury, home for tea.
There isn't a porter. The platform is made of sleepers.
The guard of the last train puts out the light
And high over lorries and cattle the Halt unwinking
Waits through the Wiltshire night.
O housewife safe in the comprehensive churning
Of the Warminster launderette!
O husband down at the depot with car in car-park!
The Halt is waiting yet.
And when all the horrible roads are finally done for,
And there's no more petrol left in the world to burn,
Here to the Halt from Salisbury and from Bristol
Steam trains will return.
John Betjeman
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East Anglian Bathe
Oh when the early morning at the seaside
Took us with hurrying steps from Horsey Mere
To see the whistling bent-grass on the leeside
And then the tumbled breaker-line appear,
On high, the clouds with mighty adumbration
Sailed over us to seaward fast and clear
And jellyfish in quivering isolation
Lay silted in the dry sand of the breeze
And we, along the table-land of beach blown
Went gooseflesh from our shoulders to our knees
And ran to catch the football, each to each thrown,
In the soft and swirling music of the seas.
There splashed about our ankles as we waded
Those intersecting wavelets morning-cold,
And sudden dark a patch of sky was shaded,
And sudden light, another patch would hold
The warmth of whirling atoms in a sun-shot
And underwater sandstorm green and gold.
So in we dived and louder than a gunshot
Sea-water broke in fountains down the ear.
How cold the bathe, how chattering cold the drying,
How welcoming the inland reeds appear,
The wood-smoke and the breakfast and the frying,
And your warm freshwater ripples, Horsey Mere.
John Betjeman
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Executive
I am a young executive. No cuffs than mine are cleaner;
I have a Slimline brief-case and I use the firm's Cortina.
In every roadside hostelry from here to Burgess Hill
The maîtres d'hôtel all know me well, and let me sign the bill.
You ask me what it is I do. Well, actually, you know,
I'm partly a liaison man, and partly P.R.O.
Essentially, I integrate the current export drive
And basically I'm viable from ten o'clock till five.
For vital off-the-record work - that's talking transport-wise I've a scarlet Aston-Martin - and does she go? She flies!
Pedestrians and dogs and cats, we mark them down for slaughter.
I also own a speedboat which has never touched the water.
She's built of fibre-glass, of course. I call her 'Mandy Jane'
After a bird I used to know - No soda, please, just plain And how did I acquire her? Well, to tell you about that
And to put you in the picture, I must wear my other hat.
I do some mild developing. The sort of place I need
Is a quiet country market town that's rather run to seed
A luncheon and a drink or two, a little savoir faire I fix the Planning Officer, the Town Clerk and the Mayor.
And if some Preservationist attempts to interfere
A 'dangerous structure' notice from the Borough Engineer
Will settle any buildings that are standing in our way The modern style, sir, with respect, has really come to stay.
John Betjeman
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False Security
I remember the dread with which I at a quarter past four
Let go with a bang behind me our house front door
And, clutching a present for my dear little hostess tight,
Sailed out for the children's party into the night
Or rather the gathering night. For still some boys
In the near municipal acres were making a noise
Shuffling in fallen leaves and shouting and whistling
And running past hedges of hawthorn, spiky and bristling.
And black in the oncoming darkness stood out the trees
And pink shone the ponds in the sunset ready to freeze
And all was still and ominous waiting for dark
And the keeper was ringing his closing bell in the park
And the arc lights started to fizzle and burst into mauve
As I climbed West Hill to the great big house in the grove,
Where the children's party was and the dear little hostess.
But halfway up stood the empty house where the ghost is.
I crossed to the other side and under the arc
Made a rush for the next kind lamppost out of the dark
And so to the next and the next till I reached the top
Where the grove branched off to the left. Then ready to drop
I ran to the ironwork gateway of number seven
Secure at last on the lamp lit fringe of heaven.
Oh who can say how subtle and safe one feels
Shod in ones children's sandals from Daniel Neal's,
Clad in one's party clothes made of stuff from Heal's?
And who can still one's thrill at the candle shine
On cakes and ices and jelly and blackcurrant wine,
And the warm little feel of my hostess's hand in mine?
Can I forget my delight at the conjuring show?
And wasn't I proud that I was the last to go?
Too overexcited and pleased with myself to know
That the words I heard my hostess's mother employ
To a guest departing, would ever diminish my joy,
I WONDER WHERE JULIA FOUND THAT STRANGE, RATHER COMMON LITTLE BOY?
John Betjeman
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Felixstowe, Or The Last Of Her Order
With one consuming roar along the shingle
The long wave claws and rakes the pebbles down
To where its backwash and the next wave mingle,
A mounting arch of water weedy-brown
Against the tide the off-shore breezes blow.
Oh wind and water, this is Felixstowe.
In winter when the sea winds chill and shriller
Than those of summer, all their cold unload
Full on the gimcrack attic of the villa
Where I am lodging off the Orwell Road,
I put my final shilling in the meter
And only make my loneliness completer.
In eighteen ninety-four when we were founded,
Counting our Reverend Mother we were six,
How full of hope we were and prayer-surrounded
'The Little Sisters of the Hanging Pyx'.
We built our orphanage. We built our school.
Now only I am left to keep the rule.
Here in the gardens of the Spa Pavillion
Warm in the whisper of the summer sea,
The cushioned scabious, a deep vermillion,
With white pins stuck in it, looks up at me
A sun-lit kingdom touched by butterflies
And so my memory of the winter dies.
Across the grass the poplar shades grow longer
And louder clang the waves along the coast.
The band packs up. The evening breeze is stronger
And all the world goes home to tea and toast.
I hurry past a cakeshop's tempting scones
Bound for the red brick twilight of St.John's.
'Thou knowest my down sitting and mine uprising'
Here where the white light burns with steady glow
Safe from the vain world's silly sympathising,
Safe with the love I was born to know,
Safe from the surging of the lonely sea
My heart finds rest, my heart finds rest in Thee.
John Betjeman
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Five O'Clock Shadow
This is the time of day when we in the Men's ward
Think 'one more surge of the pain and I give up the fight.'
When he who struggles for breath can struggle less strongly:
This is the time of day which is worse than night.
A haze of thunder hangs on the hospital rose-beds,
A doctors' foursome out of the links is played,
Safe in her sitting-room Sister is putting her feet up:
This is the time of day when we feel betrayed.
Below the windows, loads of loving relations
Rev in the car park, changing gear at the bend,
Making for home and a nice big tea and the telly:
'Well, we've done what we can. It can't be long till the end.'
This is the time of day when the weight of bedclothes
Is harder to bear than a sharp incision of steel.
The endless anonymous croak of a cheap transistor
Intensifies the lonely terror I feel.
John Betjeman
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Guilt
The clock is frozen in the tower,
The thickening fog with sooty smell
Has blanketed the motor power
Which turns the London streets to hell;
And footsteps with their lonely sound
Intensify the silence round.
I haven't hope. I haven't faith.
I live two lives and sometimes three.
The lives I live make life a death
For those who have to live with me.
Knowing the virtues that I lack,
I pat myself upon the back.
With breastplate of self-righteousness
And shoes of smugness on my feet,
Before the urge in me grows less
I hurry off to make retreat.
For somewhere, somewhere, burns a light
To lead me out into the night.
It glitters icy, thin and plain,
And leads me down to WaterlooInto a warm electric train
Which travels sorry Surrey through
And crystal-hung, the clumps of pine
Stand deadly still beside the line.
John Betjeman
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Harrow-On-The-Hill
When melancholy Autumn comes to Wembley
And electric trains are lighted after tea
The poplars near the stadium are trembly
With their tap and tap and whispering to me,
Like the sound of little breakers
Spreading out along the surf-line
When the estuary's filling
With the sea.
Then Harrow-on-the-Hill's a rocky island
And Harrow churchyard full of sailor's graves
And the constant click and kissing of the trolley buses hissing
Is the level of the Wealdstone turned to waves
And the rumble of the railway
Is the thunder of the rollers
As they gather for the plunging
Into caves
There's a storm cloud to the westward over Kenton,
There's a line of harbour lights at Perivale,
Is it rounding rough Pentire in a flood of sunset fire
The little fleet of trawlers under sail?
Can those boats be only roof tops
As they stream along the skyline
In a race for port and Padstow
With the gale?
John Betjeman
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How To Get On In Society
Phone for the fish knives, Norman
As cook is a little unnerved;
You kiddies have crumpled the serviettes
And I must have things daintily served.
Are the requisites all in the toilet?
The frills round the cutlets can wait
Till the girl has replenished the cruets
And switched on the logs in the grate.
It's ever so close in the lounge dear,
But the vestibule's comfy for tea
And Howard is riding on horseback
So do come and take some with me
Now here is a fork for your pastries
And do use the couch for your feet;
I know that I wanted to ask youIs trifle sufficient for sweet?
Milk and then just as it comes dear?
I'm afraid the preserve's full of stones;
Beg pardon, I'm soiling the doileys
With afternoon tea-cakes and scones.
John Betjeman
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I.M. Walter Ramsden OB. March 26, 1947, Pembroke College, Oxford
Dr Ramsden cannot read The Times obituary to-day
He’s dead.
Let monographs on silk worms by other people be
Thrown away
Unread
For he who best could understand and criticize them, he
Lies clay
In bed.
The body waits in Pembroke College where the ivy taps the panes
All night;
That old head so full of knowledge, that good heart that kept the brains
All right,
Those old cheeks that faintly flushed as the port suffused the veins,
Drain’d white.
Crocus in the Fellows’ Garden, winter jasmine up the wall
Gleam gold.
Shadows of Victorian chimneys on the sunny grassplot fall
Long, cold.
Master, Bursar, Senior Tutor, these, his three survivors, all
Feel old.
They remember, as the coffin to its final obsequations
Leaves the gates,
Buzz of bees in window boxes on their summer ministrations,
Kitchen din,
Cups and plates,
And the getting of bump suppers for the long-dead generations
Coming in,
From Eights.
John Betjeman
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In A Bath Teashop
'Let us not speak, for the love we bear one another—
Let us hold hands and look.'
She such a very ordinary little woman;
He such a thumping crook;
But both, for a moment, little lower than the angels
In the teashop's ingle-nook.
John Betjeman
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In Westminster Abbey
Let me take this other glove off
As the vox humana swells,
And the beauteous fields of Eden
Bask beneath the Abbey bells.
Here, where England's statesmen lie,
Listen to a lady's cry.
Gracious Lord, oh bomb the Germans,
Spare their women for Thy Sake,
And if that is not too easy
We will pardon Thy Mistake.
But, gracious Lord, whate'er shall be,
Don't let anyone bomb me.
Keep our Empire undismembered
Guide our Forces by Thy Hand,
Gallant blacks from far Jamaica,
Honduras and Togoland;
Protect them Lord in all their fights,
And, even more, protect the whites.
Think of what our Nation stands for,
Books from Boots' and country lanes,
Free speech, free passes, class distinction,
Democracy and proper drains.
Lord, put beneath Thy special care
One-eighty-nine Cadogan Square.
Although dear Lord I am a sinner,
I have done no major crime;
Now I'll come to Evening Service
Whensoever I have the time.
So, Lord, reserve for me a crown,
And do not let my shares go down.
I will labour for Thy Kingdom,
Help our lads to win the war,
Send white feathers to the cowards
Join the Women's Army Corps,
Then wash the steps around Thy Throne
In the Eternal Safety Zone.
Now I feel a little better,
What a treat to hear Thy Word,
Where the bones of leading statesmen
Have so often been interr'd.
And now, dear Lord, I cannot wait
Because I have a luncheon date.
John Betjeman
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Indoor Games near Newbury
In among the silver birches,
Winding ways of tarmac wander
And the signs to Bussock Bottom,
Tussock Wood and Windy Break.
Gabled lodges, tile-hung churches
Catch the lights of our Lagonda
As we drive to Wendy’s party,
Lemon curd and Christmas cake
Rich the makes of motor whirring
Past the pine plantation purring
Come up Hupmobile Delage.
Short the way our chauffeurs travel
Crunching over private gravel,
Each from out his warm garage.
O but Wendy, when the carpet
Yielded to my indoor pumps.
There you stood, your gold hair streaming,
Handsome in the hall light gleaming
There you looked and there you led me
Off into the game of Clumps.
Then the new Victrola playing;
And your funny uncle saying
'Choose your partners for a foxtrot.
Dance until it's tea o'clock
Come on young 'uns, foot it feetly.'
Was it chance that paired us neatly?
I who loved you so completely.
You who pressed me closely to you,
Hard against your party frock.
'Meet me when you've finished eating.'
So we met and no one found us.
O that dark and furry cupboard,
While the rest played hide-and-seek.
Holding hands our two hearts beating.
In the bedroom silence round us
Holding hands and hardly hearing
Sudden footstep, thud and shriek
Love that lay too deep for kissing.
'Where is Wendy? Wendy's missing.'
Love so pure it had to end.
Love so strong that I was frightened
When you gripped my fingers tight.
And hugging, whispered 'I'm your friend.'
Goodbye Wendy. Send the fairies,
Pinewood elf and larch tree gnome.
Spingle-spangled stars are peeping
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At the lush Lagonda creeping
Down the winding ways of tarmac
To the leaded lights of home.
There among the silver birches,
All the bells of all the churches
Sounded in the bath-waste running
Out into the frosty air.
Wendy speeded my undressing.
Wendy is the sheet's caressing
Wendy bending gives a blessing.
Holds me as I drift to dreamland
Safe inside my slumber wear
John Betjeman
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Inexpensive Progress
Encase your legs in nylons,
Bestride your hills with pylons
O age without a soul;
Away with gentle willows
And all the elmy billows
That through your valleys roll.
Let's say goodbye to hedges
And roads with grassy edges
And winding country lanes;
Let all things travel faster
Where motor car is master
Till only Speed remains.
Destroy the ancient inn-signs
But strew the roads with tin signs
'Keep Left,' 'M4,' 'Keep Out!'
Command, instruction, warning,
Repetitive adorning
The rockeried roundabout;
For every raw obscenity
Must have its small 'amenity,'
Its patch of shaven green,
And hoardings look a wonder
In banks of floribunda
With floodlights in between.
Leave no old village standing
Which could provide a landing
For aeroplanes to roar,
But spare such cheap defacements
As huts with shattered casements
Unlived-in since the war.
Let no provincial High Street
Which might be your or my street
Look as it used to do,
But let the chain stores place here
Their miles of black glass facia
And traffic thunder through.
And if there is some scenery,
Some unpretentious greenery,
Surviving anywhere,
It does not need protecting
For soon we'll be erecting
A Power Station there.
When all our roads are lighted
By concrete monsters sited
Like gallows overhead,
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Bathed in the yellow vomit
Each monster belches from it,
We'll know that we are dead.
John Betjeman
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Ireland With Emily
Bells are booming down the bohreens,
White the mist along the grass,
Now the Julias, Maeves and Maureens
Move between the fields to Mass.
Twisted trees of small green apple
Guard the decent whitewashed chapel,
Gilded gates and doorway grained,
Pointed windows richly stained
With many-coloured Munich glass.
See the black-shawled congregations
On the broidered vestment gaze
Murmur past the painted stations
As Thy Sacred Heart displays
Lush Kildare of scented meadows,
Roscommon, thin in ash-tree shadows,
And Westmeath the lake-reflected,
Spreading Leix the hill-protected,
Kneeling all in silver haze?
In yews and woodbine, walls and guelder,
Nettle-deep the faithful rest,
Winding leagues of flowering elder,
Sycamore with ivy dressed,
Ruins in demesnes deserted,
Bog-surrounded bramble-skirted Townlands rich or townlands mean as
These, oh, counties of them screen us
In the Kingdom of the West.
Stony seaboard, far and foreign,
Stony hills poured over space,
Stony outcrop of the Burren,
Stones in every fertile place,
Little fields with boulders dotted,
Grey-stone shoulders saffron-spotted,
Stone-walled cabins thatched with reeds,
Where a Stone Age people breeds
The last of Europe's stone age race.
Has it held, the warm June weather?
Draining shallow sea-pools dry,
When we bicycled together
Down the bohreens fuchsia-high.
Till there rose, abrupt and lonely,
A ruined abbey, chancel only,
Lichen-crusted, time-befriended,
Soared the arches, splayed and splendid,
Romanesque against the sky.
There in pinnacled protection,
One extinguished family waits
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A Church of Ireland resurrection
By the broken, rusty gates.
Sheepswool, straw and droppings cover,
Graves of spinster, rake and lover,
Whose fantastic mausoleum,
Sings its own seablown Te Deum,
In and out the slipping slates.
John Betjeman
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Lenten Thoughts Of A High Anglican
Isn't she lovely, 'the Mistress'?
With her wide-apart grey-green eyes,
The droop of her lips and, when she smiles,
Her glance of amused surprise?
How nonchalantly she wears her clothes,
How expensive they are as well!
And the sound of her voice is as soft and deep
As the Christ Church tenor bell.
But why do I call her 'the Mistress'
Who know not her way of life?
Because she has more of a cared-for air
Than many a legal wife.
How elegantly she swings along
In the vapoury incense veil;
The angel choir must pause in song
When she kneels at the altar rail.
The parson said that we shouldn't stare
Around when we come to church,
Or the Unknown God we are seeking
May forever elude our search.
But I hope that the preacher will not think
It unorthodox and odd
If I add that I glimpse in 'the Mistress'
A hint of the Unknown God.
John Betjeman
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Loneliness
The last year's leaves are on the beech:
The twigs are black; the cold is dry;
To deeps beyond the deepest reach
The Easter bells enlarge the sky.
O ordered metal clatter-clang!
Is yours the song the angels sang?
You fill my heart with joy and grief Belief! Belief! And unbelief…
And, though you tell me I shall die,
You say not how or when or why.
Indifferent the finches sing,
Unheeding roll the lorries past:
What misery will this year bring
Now spring is in the air at last?
For, sure as blackthorn bursts to snow,
Cancer in some of us will grow,
The tasteful crematorium door
Shuts out for some the furnace roar;
But church-bells open on the blast
Our loneliness, so long and vast.
John Betjeman
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Lord Cozens Hardy
Oh Lord Cozens Hardy
Your mausoleum is cold,
The dry brown grass is brittle
And frozen hard the mould
And where those Grecian columns rise
So white among the dark
Of yew trees and of hollies in
That corner of the park
By Norfolk oaks surrounded
Whose branches seem to talk,
I know, Lord Cozens Hardy,
I would not like to walk.
And even in the summer,
On a bright East-Anglian day
When round your Doric portico
Your children's children play
There's a something in the stillness
And our waiting eyes are drawn
From the butler and the footman
Bringing tea out on the lawn,
From the little silver spirit lamp
That burns so blue and still,
To the half-seen mausoleum
In the oak trees on the hill.
But when, Lord Cozens Hardy,
November stars are bright,
And the King's Head Inn at Letheringsett
Is shutting for the night,
The villagers have told me
That they do not like to pass
Near your curious mausoleum
Moon-shadowed on the grass
For fear of seeing walking
In the season of All Souls
That first Lord Cozens Hardy,
The Master of the Rolls.
John Betjeman
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Meditation On The A30
A man on his own in a car
Is revenging himself on his wife;
He open the throttle and bubbles with dottle
and puffs at his pitiful life
She's losing her looks very fast,
she loses her temper all day;
that lorry won't let me get past,
this Mini is blocking my way.
'Why can't you step on it and shift her!
I can't go on crawling like this!
At breakfast she said that she wished I was deadThank heavens we don't have to kiss.
'I'ld like a nice blonde on my knee
And one who won't argue or nag.
Who dares to come hooting at me?
I only give way to a Jag.
'You're barmy or plastered, I'll pass you, you bastardI will overtake you. I will! '
As he clenches his pipe, his moment is ripe
And the corner's accepting its kill.
John Betjeman
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Middlesex
Gaily into Ruislip Gardens
Runs the red electric train,
With a thousand Ta's and Pardon's
Daintily alights Elaine;
Hurries down the concrete station
With a frown of concentration,
Out into the outskirt's edges
Where a few surviving hedges
Keep alive our lost Elysium - rural Middlesex again.
Well cut Windsmoor flapping lightly,
Jacqmar scarf of mauve and green
Hiding hair which, Friday nightly,
Delicately drowns in Dreen;
Fair Elaine the bobby-soxer,
Fresh-complexioned with Innoxa,
Gains the garden - father's hobby Hangs her Windsmoor in the lobby,
Settles down to sandwich supper and the television screen.
Gentle Brent, I used to know you
Wandering Wembley-wards at will,
Now what change your waters show you
In the meadowlands you fill!
Recollect the elm-trees misty
And the footpaths climbing twisty
Under cedar-shaded palings,
Low laburnum-leaned-on railings
Out of Northolt on and upward to the heights of Harrow hill.
Parish of enormous hayfields
Perivale stood all alone,
And from Greenford scent of mayfields
Most enticingly was blown
Over market gardens tidy,
Taverns for the bona fide,
Cockney singers, cockney shooters,
Murray Poshes, Lupin Pooters,
Long in Kelsal Green and Highgate silent under soot and stone.
John Betjeman
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Mortality
The first-class brains of a senior civil servant
Shiver and shatter and fall
As the steering column of his comfortable Humber
Batters in the bony wall.
All those delicate re-adjustments
'On the one hand, if we proceed
With the ad hoc policy hitherto adapted
To individual need…
On the other hand, too rigid an arrangement
Might, of itself, perforce…
I would like to submit for the Minister's concurrence
The following alternative course,
Subject to revision and reconsideration
In the light of our experience gains…'
And this had to happen at the corner where the by-pass
Comes into Egham out of Staines.
That very near miss for an All Souls' Fellowship
The recent compensation of a 'K' The first-class brains of a senior civil servant
Are sweetbread on the road today.
John Betjeman
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Myfanwy
Kind o’er the kinderbank leans my Myfanwy,
White o’er the playpen the sheen of her dress,
Fresh from the bathroom and soft in the nursery
Soap scented fingers I long to caress.
Were you a prefect and head of your dormit'ry?
Were you a hockey girl, tennis or gym?
Who was your favourite? Who had a crush on you?
Which were the baths where they taught you to swim?
Smooth down the Avenue glitters the bicycle,
Black-stockinged legs under navy blue serge,
Home and Colonial, Star, International,
Balancing bicycle leant on the verge.
Trace me your wheel-tracks, you fortunate bicycle,
Out of the shopping and into the dark,
Back down the avenue, back to the pottingshed,
Back to the house on the fringe of the park.
Golden the light on the locks of Myfanwy,
Golden the light on the book on her knee,
Finger marked pages of Rackham's Hans Anderson,
Time for the children to come down to tea.
Oh! Fullers angel-cake, Robertson’s marmalade,
Liberty lampshade, come shine on us all,
My! what a spread for the friends of Myfanwy,
Some in the alcove and some in the hall.
Then what sardines in half-lighted passages!
Locking of fingers in long hide-and-seek.
You will protect me, my silken Myfanwy,
Ring leader, tom-boy, and chum to the weak.
John Betjeman
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Norfolk
How did the Devil come? When first attack?
These Norfolk lanes recall lost innocence,
The years fall off and find me walking back
Dragging a stick along the wooden fence
Down this same path, where, forty years ago,
My father strolled behind me, calm and slow.
I used to fill my hands with sorrel seeds
And shower him with them from the tops of the stiles,
I used to butt my head into his tweeds
To make him hurry down those languorous miles
Of ash and alder-shaded lanes, till here
Our moorings and the masthead would appear.
There after supper lit by lantern light
Warm in the cabin I could lie secure
And hear against the polished sides at night
The lap lap lapping of the weedy Bure,
A whispering and watery Norfolk sound
Telling of all the moonlit reeds around.
How did the Devil come? When first attack?
The church is just the same, though now I know
Fowler of Louth restored it. Time, bring back
The rapturous ignorance of long ago,
The peace, before the dreadful daylight starts,
Of unkept promises and broken hearts.
John Betjeman
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On A Portrait Of A Deaf Man
The kind old face, the egg-shaped head,
The tie, discretely loud,
The loosely fitting shooting clothes,
A closely fitting shroud.
He liked old city dining rooms,
Potatoes in their skin,
But now his mouth is wide to let
The London clay come in.
He took me on long silent walks
In country lanes when young.
He knew the names of ev'ry bird
But not the song it sung.
And when he could not hear me speak
He smiled and looked so wise
That now I do not like to think
Of maggots in his eyes.
He liked the rain-washed Cornish air
And smell of ploughed-up soil,
He liked a landscape big and bare
And painted it in oil.
But least of all he liked that place
Which hangs on Highgate Hill
Of soaked Carrara-covered earth
For Londoners to fill.
He would have liked to say goodbye,
Shake hands with many friends,
In Highgate now his finger-bones
Stick through his finger-ends.
You, God, who treat him thus and thus,
Say 'Save his soul and pray.'
You ask me to believe You and
I only see decay.
John Betjeman
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Seaside Golf
How straight it flew, how long it flew,
It clear'd the rutty track
And soaring, disappeared from view
Beyond the bunker's back A glorious, sailing, bounding drive
That made me glad I was alive.
And down the fairway, far along
It glowed a lonely white;
I played an iron sure and strong
And clipp'd it out of sight,
And spite of grassy banks between
I knew I'd find it on the green.
And so I did. It lay content
Two paces from the pin;
A steady putt and then it went
Oh, most surely in.
The very turf rejoiced to see
That quite unprecedented three.
Ah! Seaweed smells from sandy caves
And thyme and mist in whiffs,
In-coming tide, Atlantic waves
Slapping the sunny cliffs,
Lark song and sea sounds in the air
And splendour, splendour everywhere.
John Betjeman
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Slough
Come friendly bombs and fall on Slough!
It isn't fit for humans now,
There isn't grass to graze a cow.
Swarm over, Death!
Come, bombs and blow to smithereens
Those air -conditioned, bright canteens,
Tinned fruit, tinned meat, tinned milk, tinned beans,
Tinned minds, tinned breath.
Mess up the mess they call a townA house for ninety-seven down
And once a week a half a crown
For twenty years.
And get that man with double chin
Who'll always cheat and always win,
Who washes his repulsive skin
In women's tears:
And
And
And
And

smash his desk of polished oak
smash his hands so used to stroke
stop his boring dirty joke
make him yell.

But spare the bald young clerks who add
The profits of the stinking cad;
It's not their fault that they are mad,
They've tasted Hell.
It's not their fault they do not know
The birdsong from the radio,
It's not their fault they often go
To Maidenhead
And talk of sport and makes of cars
In various bogus-Tudor bars
And daren't look up and see the stars
But belch instead.
In labour-saving homes, with care
Their wives frizz out peroxide hair
And dry it in synthetic air
And paint their nails.
Come, friendly bombs and fall on Slough
To get it ready for the plough.
The cabbages are coming now;
The earth exhales.
John Betjeman
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South London Sketch
From Bermondsey to Wandsworth
So many churches are,
Some with apsidal chancels,
Some Perpendicular
And schools by E.R. Robson
In the style of Norman Shaw
Where blue-serged adolescence learn'd
To model and to draw.
Oh, in among the houses,
The viaduct below,
Stood the Coffee Essence Factory
Of Robinson and Co.
Burnt and brown and tumbled down
And done with years ago
Where the waters of the Wandle do
Lugubriously flow.
From dust of dead explosions
From scarlet-hearted fires,
All unconcerned this train draws in
And smoothly that retires
And calmly rise on smoky skies
Of intersected wires
The Nonconformist spirelets
And the Church of England spires.
John Betjeman
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Summoned by Bells (excerpt)
Walking from school is a consummate art:
Which route to follow to avoid the gangs,
Which paths to find that lead, circuitous,
To leafy squirrel haunts and plopping ponds,
For dreams of Archibald and Tiger Tim;
Which hiding place is safe, and when it is;
What time to leave to dodge the enemy.
I only once was trapped. I knew the trap I heard it in their tones: 'Walk back with us.'
I knew they weren't my friends; but that soft voice
Wheedled me from my route to cold Swain's Lane.
There in a holly bush they threw me down,
Pulled off my shorts, and laughed and ran away;
And, as I struggled up, I saw grey brick,
The cemetery railings and the tomb.
John Betjeman
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The Cottage Hospital
At the end of a long-walled garden in a red provincial town,
A brick path led to a mulberry- scanty grass at its feet.
I lay under blackening branches where the mulberry leaves hung down
Sheltering ruby fruit globes from a Sunday-tea-time heat.
Apple and plum espaliers basked upon bricks of brown;
The air was swimming with insects, and children played in the street.
Out of this bright intentness into the mulberry shade
Musca domestica (housefly) swung from the August light
Slap into slithery rigging by the waiting spider made
Which spun the lithe elastic till the fly was shrouded tight.
Down came the hairy talons and horrible poison blade
And none of the garden noticed that fizzing, hopeless fight.
Say in what Cottage Hospital whose pale green walls resound
With the tap upon polished parquet of inflexible nurses' feet
Shall I myself be lying when they range the screens around?
And say shall I groan in dying, as I twist the sweaty sheet?
Or gasp for breath uncrying, as I feel my senses drown'd
While the air is swimming with insects and children play in the street?
John Betjeman
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The Hon. Sec.
The flag that hung half-mast today
Seemed animate with being
As if it knew for who it flew
And will no more be seeing.
He loved each corner of the linksThe stream at the eleventh,
The grey-green bents, the pale sea-pinks,
The prospect from the seventh;
To the ninth tee the uphill climb,
A grass and sandy stairway,
And at the top the scent of thyme
And long extent of fairway.
He knew how on a summer day
The sea's deep blue grew deeper,
How evening shadows over Bray
Made that round hill look steeper.
He knew the ocean mists that rose
And seemed for ever staying,
When moaned the foghorn from Trevose
And nobody was playing;
The flip of cards on winter eves,
The whisky and the scoring,
As trees outside were stripped of leaves
And heavy seas were roaring.
He died when early April light
Showed red his garden sally
And under pale green spears glowed white
His lilies of the valley;
The garden where he used to stand
And where the robin waited
To fly and perch upon his hand
And feed till it was sated.
The Times would never have the space
For Ned's discreet achievements;
The public prints are not the place
For intimate bereavements.
A gentle guest, a willing host,
Affection deeply planted It's strange that those we miss the most
Are those we take for granted.
John Betjeman
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The Irish Unionist's Farewell To Greta Hellastrom In 1922
Golden haired and golden hearted
I would ever have you be,
As you were when last we parted
Smiling slow and sad at me.
Oh! the fighting down of passion!
Oh! the century-seeming painParting in this off-hand fashion
In Dungarvan in the rain.
Slanting eyes of blue, unweeping
Stands my Swedish beauty where
Gusts of Irish rain are sweeping
Round the statue in the square;
Corner boys against the walling
Watch us furtively in vain,
And the Angelus is calling
Through Dungarvan in the rain.
Gales along the Commeragh Mountains,
Beating sleet on creaking signs,
Iron gutters turned to fountains,
And the windscreen laced with lines,
And the evening getting later,
And the ache - increased again,
As the distance grows the greater
From Dungarvan in the rain.
There is no one now to wonder
What eccentric sits in state
While the beech trees rock and thunder
Round his gate-lodge and his gate.
Gone - the ornamental plaster,
Gone - the overgrown demesne
And the car goes fast, and faster,
From Dungarvan in the rain.
Had I kissed and drawn you to me
Had you yielded warm for cold,
What a power had pounded through me
As I stroked your streaming gold!
You were right to keep us parted:
Bound and parted we remain,
Aching, if unbroken hearted Oh! Dungarvan in the rain!
John Betjeman
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The Last Laugh
I made hay while the sun shone.
My work sold.
Now, if the harvest is over
And the world cold,
Give me the bonus of laughter
As I lose hold.
John Betjeman
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The Licorice Fields At Pontefract
In the licorice fields at Pontefract
My love and I did meet
And many a burdened licorice bush
Was blooming round our feet;
Red hair she had and golden skin,
Her sulky lips were shaped for sin,
Her sturdy legs were flannel-slack'd
The strongest legs in Pontefract.
The light and dangling licorice flowers
Gave off the sweetest smells;
From various black Victorian towers
The Sunday evening bells
Came pealing over dales and hills
And tanneries and silent mills
And lowly streets where country stops
And little shuttered corner shops.
She cast her blazing eyes on me
And plucked a licorice leaf;
I was her captive slave and she
My red-haired robber chief.
Oh love! for love I could not speak,
It left me winded, wilting, weak,
And held in brown arms strong and bare
And wound with flaming ropes of hair.
John Betjeman
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The Lift Man
In uniform behold me stand,
The lovely lift at my command.
I press the button: Pop,
And down I go below the town;
The walls rise up as I go down
And in the basement stop.
For weeks I’ve worked a morning shift
On this old Waygood-Otis lift.
And goodness, don’t I love
To press the knob that shuts the gate
When customers are shouting ‘Wait!’
And soar to floors above.
I see them from my iron cage,
Their faces looking up in rage,
And then I call ‘First floor!
Perfume and ladies’ underwear!’
‘No sir, Up only. Use the stair.’
And up again we soar.
The second floor for kiddie goods,
And kiddie-pantz and pixie-hoods,
The third floor, restaurant:
And here the people always try
To find one going down, so I
Am not the lift they want.
On the roof-garden floor alone
I wait for ages on my own
High, high above the crowds.
O let them rage and let them ring,
For I am out of everything,
Alone among the clouds.
John Betjeman
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The Olympic Girl
The sort of girl I like to see
Smiles down from her great height at me.
She stands in strong, athletic pose
And wrinkles her retroussé nose.
Is it distaste that makes her frown,
So furious and freckled, down
On an unhealthy worm like me?
Or am I what she likes to see?
I do not know, though much I care,
xxxxxxxx…..would I were
(Forgive me, shade of Rupert Brooke)
An object fit to claim her look.
Oh! would I were her racket press'd
With hard excitement to her breast
And swished into the sunlit air
Arm-high above her tousled hair,
And banged against the bounding ball
'Oh! Plung!' my tauten'd strings would call,
'Oh! Plung! my darling, break my strings
For you I will do brilliant things.'
And when the match is over, I
Would flop beside you, hear you sigh;
And then with what supreme caress,
You'd tuck me up into my press.
Fair tigress of the tennis courts,
So short in sleeve and strong in shorts,
Little, alas, to you I mean,
For I am bald and old and green.
John Betjeman
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The Planster's Vision
Cut down that timber! Bells, too many and strong,
Pouring their music through the branches bare,
From moon-white church-towers down the windy air
Have pealed the centuries out with Evensong.
Remove those cottages, a huddled throng!
Too many babies have been born in there,
Too many coffins, bumping down the stair,
Carried the old their garden paths along.
I have a Vision of The Future, chum,
The worker's flats in fields of soya beans
Tower up like silver pencils, score on score:
And Surging Millions hear the Challenge come
From microphones in communal canteens
'No Right! No wrong! All's perfect, evermore.'
John Betjeman
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Trebetherick
We used to picnic where the thrift
Grew deep and tufted to the edge;
We saw the yellow foam flakes drift
In trembling sponges on the ledge
Below us, till the wind would lift
Them up the cliff and o’er the hedge.
Sand in the sandwiches, wasps in the tea,
Sun on our bathing dresses heavy with the wet,
Squelch of the bladder-wrack waiting for the sea,
Fleas around the tamarisk, an early cigarette.
From where the coastguard houses stood
One used to see below the hill,
The lichened branches of a wood
In summer silver cool and still;
And there the Shade of Evil could
Stretch out at us from Shilla Mill.
Thick with sloe and blackberry, uneven in the light,
Lonely round the hedge, the heavy meadow was remote,
The oldest part of Cornwall was the wood as black as night,
And the pheasant and the rabbit lay torn open at the throat.
But when a storm was at its height,
And feathery slate was black in rain,
And tamarisks were hung with light
And golden sand was brown again,
Spring tide and blizzard would unite
And sea come flooding up the lane.
Waves full of treasure then were roaring up the beach,
Ropes round our mackintoshes, waders warm and dry,
We waited for the wreckage to come swirling into reach,
Ralph, Vasey, Alistair, Biddy, John and I.
Then roller into roller curled
And thundered down the rocky bay,
And we were in a water world
Of rain and blizzard, sea and spray,
And one against the other hurled
We struggled round to Greenaway.
Blesséd be St Enodoc, blesséd be the wave,
Blesséd be the springy turf, we pray, pray to thee,
Ask for our children all happy days you gave
To Ralph, Vasey, Alistair, Biddy, John and me.
John Betjeman
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Upper Lambourne
Up the ash tree climbs the ivy,
Up the ivy climbs the sun,
With a twenty-thousand pattering,
Has a valley breeze begun,
Feathery ash, neglected elder,
Shift the shade and make it run Shift the shade toward the nettles,
And the nettles set it free,
To streak the stained Carrara headstone,
Where, in nineteen-twenty-three,
He who trained a hundred winners,
Paid the Final Entrance Fee.
Leathery limbs of Upper Lambourne,
Leathery skin from sun and wind,
Leathery breeches, spreading stables,
Shining saddles left behind To the down the string of horses
Moving out of sight and mind.
Feathery ash in leathery Lambourne
Waves above the sarsen stone,
And Edwardian plantations
So coniferously moan
As to make the swelling downland,
Far surrounding, seem their own.
John Betjeman
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Verses Turned...
Across the wet November night
The church is bright with candlelight
And waiting Evensong.
A single bell with plaintive strokes
Pleads louder than the stirring oaks
The leafless lanes along.
It calls the choirboys from their tea
And villagers, the two or three,
Damp down the kitchen fire,
Let out the cat, and up the lane
Go paddling through the gentle rain
Of misty Oxfordshire.
How warm the many candles shine
Of Samuel Dowbiggin's design
For this interior neat,
These high box pews of Georgian days
Which screen us from the public gaze
When we make answer meet;
How gracefully their shadow falls
On bold pilasters down the walls
And on the pulpit high.
The chandeliers would twinkle gold
As pre-Tractarian sermons roll'd
Doctrinal, sound and dry.
From that west gallery no doubt
The viol and serpent tooted out
The Tallis tune to Ken,
And firmly at the end of prayers
The clerk below the pulpit stairs
Would thunder out 'Amen.'
But every wand'ring thought will cease
Before the noble altarpiece
With carven swags array'd,
For there in letters all may read
The Lord's Commandments, Prayer and Creed,
And decently display'd.
On country morningd sharp and clear
The penitent in faith draw near
And kneeling here below
Partake the heavenly banquet spread
Of sacramental Wine and Bread
And Jesus' presence know.
And must that plaintive bell in vain
Plead loud along the dripping lane?
And must the building fall?
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Not while we love the church and live
And of our charity will give
Our much, our more, our all.
John Betjeman
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Westgate-On-Sea
Hark, I hear the bells of Westgate,
I will tell you what they sigh,
Where those minarets and steeples
Prick the open Thanet sky.
Happy bells of eighteen-ninety,
Bursting from your freestone tower!
Recalling laurel, shrubs and privet,
Red geraniums in flower.
Feet that scamper on the asphalt
Through the Borough Council grass,
Till they hide inside the shelter
Bright with ironwork and glass,
Striving chains of ordered children
Purple by the sea-breeze made,
Striving on to prunes and suet
Past the shops on the Parade.
Some with wire around their glasses,
Some with wire across their teeth,
Writhing frames for running noses
And the drooping lip beneath.
Church of England bells of Westgate!
On this balcony I stand,
White the woodwork wriggles round me,
Clocktowers rise on either hand.
For me in my timber arbour
You have one more message yet,
'Plimsolls, plimsolls in the summer,
Oh galoshes in the wet!'
John Betjeman
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Winter Seascape
The sea runs back against itself
With scarcely time for breaking wave
To cannonade a slatey shelf
And thunder under in a cave.
Before the next can fully burst
The headwind, blowing harder still,
Smooths it to what it was at first A slowly rolling water-hill.
Against the breeze the breakers haste,
Against the tide their ridges run
And all the sea's a dappled waste
Criss-crossing underneath the sun.
Far down the beach the ripples drag
Blown backward, rearing from the shore,
And wailing gull and shrieking shag
Alone can pierce the ocean roar.
Unheard, a mongrel hound gives tongue,
Unheard are shouts of little boys;
What chance has any inland lung
Against this multi-water noise?
Here where the cliffs alone prevail
I stand exultant, neutral, free,
And from the cushion of the gale
Behold a huge consoling sea.
John Betjeman
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